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**ABSTRACT**
The Italian/Dutch SAX satellite, to be launched end of April 1996, is a scientific spacecraft, built to explore celestial X-ray sources. The software for the Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem on-board computer for SAX consists of special purpose Basic Software, which performs operating system functions, and of Application Software (ASW). The ASW has been developed by NLR, under contract with Fokker Space. Main goal of the application software is to ensure an accurate and stable pointing of the satellite's main axis during periods of up to 28 hours. Due to the mission critical nature of the ASW, which shall be able to operate during extended periods without ground contact, it has to be very reliable. This software has been developed in two phases. At first, an iterative full scale development process has been executed, supported by a separate independent integration and test team. This has led to a high quality end product, ready for AOCS subsystem integration. While the AOCS subsystem integration tests were executed (by Alenia Spazio), a number of new requirements were introduced. These were implemented during the second maintenance phase of ASW development, during which a smaller development team worked on the software, while the ASW integration tests were combined with AOCS subsystem integration tests.

The differences in PA during the full scale development phase and the maintenance phase are compared, leading to a number of quantitative and qualitative conclusions.
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ABSTRACT

The Italian/Dutch SAX satellite, to be launched end of April 1996, is a scientific spacecraft, built to explore celestial X-ray sources. The software for the Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem on-board computer for SAX consists of special purpose Basic Software, which performs operating system functions, and of Application Software (ASW). The ASW has been developed by NLR, under contract with Fokker Space. Main goal of the application software is to ensure an accurate and stable pointing of the satellite’s main axis during periods of up to 28 hours. Due to the mission critical nature of the ASW, which shall be able to operate during extended periods without ground contact, it has to be very reliable.

This software has been developed in two phases. At first, an iterative full scale development process has been executed, supported by a separate independent integration and test team. This has led to a high quality end product, ready for AOCS subsystem integration. While the AOCS subsystem integration tests were executed (by Alenia Spazio), a number of new requirements were introduced. These were implemented during the second (maintenance) phase of ASW development, during which a smaller development team worked on the software, while the ASW integration tests were combined with AOCS subsystem integration tests.

The differences in PA during the full scale development phase and the maintenance phase are compared, leading to a number of quantitative and qualitative conclusions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Italian/Dutch SAX satellite is a scientific spacecraft, with as mission to explore celestial X-ray sources (ref. [1]). It is funded by the Italian space agency (ASI) and the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programmes (NIVR). The satellite is to perform a systematic and comprehensive observation of celestial X-ray sources in the 0.1-200 keV energy range with particular emphasis on spectral and timing measurements. The satellite (Fig. 1) will be injected into a circular equatorial orbit with an inclination of less than 5° and an initial altitude of 600 km by an Atlas Centaur launcher in April, 1996. The nominal mission lifetime is two years, with a design goal of four years.

The Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem (AOCS) of the satellite has been developed by Fokker Space B.V. under contract with the satellite prime contractor Alenia Spazio (Roma, Italy). As subcontractor of Fokker Space, the National Aerospace Laboratory NLR has developed the Application Software (ASW) for the AOCS on-board computer (ref. [2]).
and maintenance processes (section 3). Section 4 describes the PA approach during the full scale development process, and section 5 describes the PA approach during the maintenance project. A quantitative and qualitative evaluation is given in sections 6 and 7. The paper is finished with some concluding remarks.

2. THE SAX AOCS APPLICATION SOFTWARE

The AOCS subsystem hardware consists of (Fig. 2):
- The Attitude Control Computer (ACC). This computer is based on a 80C86 microprocessor extended with a 8087 co-processor. The ACC is fully redundant. Two identical, independent, computers are integrated into one unit. One of the two is cold standby.
- A set of attitude sensors (Sun Acquisition Sensors, Magnetometers, Gyroscopes, and Star Trackers).
- A set of actuators (Reaction Wheels, Magnetic Torquer Rods, and a Reaction Control Subsystem). These units are connected to each other by a 'Modular Attitude Control System bus' (MACS-bus). The AOCS subsystem is connected to the other units of the satellite via an 'On-Board Data Handling bus' (OBDH-bus).

The AOCS is controlled by software running in the ACC. This software is divided into two packages:
- Basic Software (BSW), developed by Alenia Spazio that provides operating system services and basic interface services to the MACS and OBDH busses. It hides the ACC hardware peculiarities for the Application Software.
- Application Software (ASW), developed by NLR. This software provides all attitude control tasks and manages the application-dependent communication with the ground (via the OBDH) and with the AOCS sensors and actuators.

The basic requirements on the AOCS and hence on the ASW software are to provide the capability to:
- Command the main instrument axis of SAX to any direction (within the pointing constraints) with an accuracy of 90° and the other axes with an accuracy of 16.5 arcmin. The commanded attitude must be maintained during pointing periods of maximal 28 hours.
- Perform health checking on the sensors and actuators and the related redundancy management functions.
- Safeguard the satellite against violation of the safe pointing domain. This safe pointing domain is defined by power constraints and by the fact that the main scientific instrument will be destroyed by (indirect) radiation from the sun. Therefore, the angle between the main instrument axis of the satellite and the sun vector must be at least 60°.
- Autonomously acquire and maintain a safe attitude when no ground commanding is available and after excursions outside the safe pointing domain.
- Process ground commands and generate relevant telemetry for health checking on the ground and for attitude reconstruction in relation with the processing of the acquired scientific data.

The ASW software has been divided into two parts:
- Basic Attitude Control (BAC) software. This part is highly reliable and safe. It will be (initially) stored in Read Only Memory (ROM) in the ACC, together with the BSW. Main purpose of this software is to provide the functionality needed to acquire and keep a safe satellite attitude after power-up and fallback. Furthermore it contains the data handling functions needed to submit the state of the AOCS to the ground and to give the control over (on ground command) to the EAC software. After an autonomous fallback to the BAC software, the ground operations team can analyze the reason for fallback and devise solutions to circumvent this reason.
- Extended Attitude Control (EAC) software. This software provides all functions required for the AOCS, including the control laws for accurate scientific pointings and the generation of full attitude reconstruction telemetry data. EAC is stored in Random Access Memory (RAM) of the ACC and can be loaded, activated and/or modified on ground command.

3. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The software has been developed by NLR according to the rules of the ESA Software Engineering Standards (ref. [3]), with as main exception the way of cooperation between Fokker Space and the NLR. The ESA standards cover the situation that the principal specifies his requirements in the form of a User Requirements
Document (URD) which is used as sole input for the developer. In the case of the SAX AOCS software development, Fokker Space was not only responsible for the User Requirements of the software, but also for the algorithmic details of the application software (ref. [4]). Based on a high-level URD for both the Basic Software and the Application Software, NLR has developed a Software Requirements Document and a Architectural Design Document for the ASW. The detailed design of the software, however, was developed in close cooperation between Fokker Space and NLR. Fokker Space detailed the algorithms for attitude control, unit health checking and redundancy management decisions. NLR developed the software design and the actual code. The algorithms were documented in so called 'Design Specification' documents, and in one document defining all relevant parameter values, the so called 'Parameter Interface Data Document (IDD)'. The approach thus followed can be characterised as an concurrent engineering process.

During the full scale development project of the ASW a separate NLR team acted as Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) team. Using a dedicated real-time simulation environment for the ACC (SAX-TSA, ref. [5]), this team developed validation tests for the integrated AOCS software (BSW and ASW), covering all aspects of the User Requirements Document.

The full scale development project was closed with the delivery of BAC and EAC software in the last quarter of 1993. Parallel with the finalisation of the development, AOCS subsystem tests were executed using the BAC software at Alenia Spazio. The AOCS subsystem tests applied a similar test environment, but with (flight representative) hardware sensors and actuators in the loop (ref. [6]). This resulted in the existence of the following parallel activities:

- maintenance of the Design Specifications and Parameter IDD at Fokker Space;
- development and unit-level tests of new and modified software code at NLR;
- independent integration and validation tests of the software at NLR using SAX-TSA;
- subsystem integration tests at Alenia using SAX-TSA.

After the development, a new project was started to maintain the ASW, i.e. to update it according to new requirements and to the results of the AOCS subsystem integration tests. In view of budgetary and time constraints, it was decided by Alenia Spazio and Fokker Space to structure this maintenance around the execution of the subsystem integration tests. Fokker Space and NLR specialists were colocated at Alenia Spazio, shortening the communication lines. The development team at NLR was decreased to a core maintenance team. No separate validation of code changes was performed at NLR. The result of this approach was that Non-Conformance Reports (NCR's) could be solved efficiently and swiftly. During the subsystem integration, NCR's could be discussed on-site between Fokker Space, Alenia Spazio and NLR. Algorithm changes and the related (temporarily) code modifications were developed using Alenia Spazio facilities and the failed tests could be repeated immediately. However, in order to prevent a degradation of the overall software quality, the formal implementation of changes was done using the original software development environment at NLR, using the Product Assurance tools and procedures also applied during the full-scale development.

The maintenance has been executed this way from the end of 1993 to mid 1995. During this period, over 50% of the sourcefiles was modified at least once due to new and/or updated requirements.

4. PRODUCT ASSURANCE APPROACH DURING THE FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The Product Assurance approach followed during the initial full scale development of the ASW consisted of the application of a number of Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools and the execution of a number of procedures, both for the development team and for the PA manager. All procedures were approved by Fokker Space for compliance with the SAX PA standards. They have also been certified to conform to the ISO 9001 standard.

- Teamwork for structured analysis and design. Teamwork has been used to input and check the Software Requirements and the Architectural Design. It supports the Structure Analysis method for (real-time) software systems as defined by Yourdon, DeMarco, Constantine and Halley. The requirements and architectural design have mainly been described in Data Flow Diagrams and State Transition Diagrams. The data that is handled by the ASW has been described in detail in a Data Dictionary. Teamwork includes a powerful checking option to ensure the internal consistency of the thus obtained functional decomposition.

The Detailed Design of the ASW has been developed using the Structured Design method, also supported by Teamwork. Each individual task of the ASW is defined with one Structure Chart and a number of Module Specifications. Also for this development phase, Teamwork provides a number of consistency checks, although these are less powerful than the checking options for the Structured Analysis method.

- Design standard, supported by a checking tool. A standard has been defined for the detailed design information, contained in the Module Specifications. These standards consist of the definition of a pseudolanguage that consisted of the basic constructs for structured programming. Due to the simplicity of this language, it was an easy task to develop a software tool that checks whether the design adheres
to this standard. This tool has been applied by the developers before the coding process of every module. During the preparation of deliverable (hardcopy) design documentation, all modules were checked by PA for adherence to the standard.

- Automated code skeleton generation from the Teamwork design information. Based on the simple design language, a tool has been developed to generate a code skeleton for every module from the Teamwork Module Specification information. Such skeleton contained the following information:
  * A copy of the detailed design text as comment;
  * The proper include files to be used for internal interfaces;
  * The detailed design text, in which the logic constructs were converted to compilable C constructs.

The coding of the module could then be limited to a manual conversion of the assignments, algorithms and so on to proper C code.

- Code standard, supported by a standard-checking tool. A standard has been defined for the use of the ANSI C language for the ASW. The main aim of this standard was to limit the use of C-constructs to a small, reliable and testable subset and to force a uniform coding style during the complete development. As for the design standard, also the coding standard was enforced by a checking-tool. No code could be brought under configuration control that did not obey to this coding standard.

- Module test standards, based on code coverage analysis tools. The module testing was supported by a (public-domain) test coverage tool. Module tests had to execute every statement of the code at least once. In those (rare) cases where this requirement proved to be too expensive, code walkthrough by an independent programmer was allowed after prior approval of the PA manager.

- Configuration control tools and procedures. All flight code was stored under strict configuration control, including the test descriptions, test code, test input and output, and the related make-files. The configuration control procedure included a change review by all Work Package Managers involved. After implementation of an approved change, independent checks were executed by the Configuration Control Manager that the code was complete, that the design- and coding standards were adhered to, and that the module testing yielded complete coverage and was repeatable using the latest version of all software under configuration control. As each code module contained a copy of the design specification in the heading comment, a separate check was prescribed to ensure that the detailed design information in the Teamwork model was identical to this comment (also after module changes).

- Automated document production from the Teamwork design information. Using the standard interface software between Teamwork and the DeskTop Publishing package Framemaker, the design information has been transformed to printed documentation without introduction of errors. This automated conversion also minimized the required effort.

- Requirements traceability matrices. At every formal update of the hardcopy documentation, a independent manual check was done by verifying the traceability between the latest version of the design specifications and the detailed design. This check involved all ±650 detailed specifications.

In addition to these procedures, the notion of egoless programming (ref. [7]) was imposed on the project team. All software developed in the project was considered to be owned by the complete team in stead of the individual developers. This implied that the design and source of every module could be freely consulted and commented by all team members. Besides the obvious effect of redundancy in detail knowledge of the software, this way of working also stimulates early detection of errors.

5. PRODUCT ASSURANCE APPROACH DURING THE MAINTENANCE PROJECT

During the maintenance project, the same Product Assurance approach was maintained as during the full scale development. However, as a result of the smaller team size, the independency of certain checks was reduced. The roles of module developer, Work Package Manager, and Configuration Control Manager could be executed by one and the same team member, however at different times. As it was recognized that this could have negative effects on the quality of the delivered work, the team members were stimulated to execute these roles conscientiously and to strictly follow the prescribed procedures. A few procedural shortcuts were implemented, however. An instance was the production of executable images of the integrated code. The procedures prescribed that all tested code changes were put under configuration control before a formal executable image could be produced. As result of the requirement that the continued correct execution of all module tests was to be checked during the formalisation process, this process could take up to a few working days. During the initial development, it was proven that the process of formalising tested changes was transparent for the user of the executable. Therefore, it was decided that informal executable images could be used for formal testing at Alenia, on the condition that the related formal executable image was checked afterwards to be byte-for-byte identical with the informal one. This shortcut significantly decreased the turn-around time for requested changes and hence increased the efficiency of the entire AOCS subsystem integration team.
6. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE APPROACHES

During the independent validation tests, executed as part of the initial development project, a total of 146 NCR's have been generated by NLR. In view of the development approach mentioned above, the quality of the NLR contribution to the Application Software can be measured in terms of NonConformances that could be solved by changing the ASW solely, without a corresponding change in the Design Specifications or the Parameter IDD. In the remainder of this paper, these NCR's are indicated as "ASW-related NCR's". Ref. [5] gives the following classification of these NCR's:
- 27%: Basic Software;
- 27%: SAX-TSA test system, including the environment simulation software;
- 23%: Design Specifications or the Parameter IDD;
- 9%: Indication of unclear or inconsistent requirements;
- 8%: ASW-related NCR's;
- 4%: Hardware ("Functional") Model of the ACC, that was used during the tests;
- 2%: other causes.

In total, 11 ASW-related NCR's were generated during these validation tests. During the (independent and parallel) AOCS subsystem integration tests using the same ASW software, no ASW-related NCR's were generated by Alenia.

The size of the initial version of the ASW was ±350 sourcefiles containing in total ±16,000 lines of non-comment source code. The quality of the code before validation tests can thus be expressed as being 0.7 errors per 1,000 lines of code (KLOC). In literature, figures are stated between 1 and 25 errors per KLOC for delivered code after validation tests (ref. [8]). The ASW can thus be categorised as high-quality software.

During the maintenance project, the code modifications were validated by Alenia in the scope of the subsystem integration tests. During this period, a total of 10 ASW-related NCR's was generated by Alenia. Of these, 2 NCR's could be traced to bugs that originated in the initial development project. Internal NLR inspections on the delivered code led to two more NCR's, related to wrong parameter values in the delivered code.

During the maintenance period, the size of the software increased to ±410 sourcefiles with ±20,000 lines of non-comment source code. It is difficult to measure the percentage of code that was modified during this period. An estimate is that ±8,000 lines of code has been changed and/or added during this period. This leads to a quality figure of about 1.5 errors per 1,000 lines of new/modified code before validation. The higher number of errors is probably caused by:
- the higher complexity of the maintenance task. It is well known that the change process of complex software is more error prone than original development of code;
- the (small) margins in both processor speed and memory size forced the maintenance team into optimisation of the code, which increased the software complexity further.

The quality of the software after validation is indicated by the fact that during SAX satellite integration tests no ASW-related NCR's at all were generated.

7. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE APPROACHES

Comparing the approaches during the two phases, the following topics are considered:
- Development budget.
- Development time.
- Quality.
- Flow of information.
- Organisational aspects.

7.1. Development budget

The two phases differed mainly in the absence of a separate IV&V team during the maintenance project. The possibility of redundant test activities executed by the IV&V team at NLR and the (parallel operating) subsystem integration team at Alenia was thus effectively removed. This led to an obvious cost saving. On the other hand, the subsystem integration team had to spend more time on verification testing. This, together with the colocation costs, led to an cost increase. Although difficult to quantify, is seems that the overall effect of the maintenance approach was a reduction of the cost.

7.2. Development time

During the maintenance project many requirement changes were triggered by the results of subsystem integration tests at Alenia. These results could be discussed on short notice between Alenia and the colocated teammembers of Fokker Space and NLR. A copy of the software development system was also available at Alenia. Thus, proposed (requirement) changes could be implemented quickly and tested in the form of informal software versions. This approach led to a short turn-around time for informal changes, which was not possible without the colocation and duplication of the development environment.

As in the process of formalising changes the separate IV&V tests were skipped, formal software versions could be made available to Alenia earlier. These formal versions were transferred electronically from NLR to Alenia, minimizing transfer delays.

The decision to skip the separate IV&V tests complicated the process of finding the cause of NCR's. Especially in the field of testing the unit health checking software, it was sometimes difficult to decide whether a problem was caused by the detailed requirements, the
software implementation, the unit simulation software, or the actual hardware in the loop.

7.3. Quality

The effects on quality are difficult to qualify. It was perceived during the maintenance project that iterative changes, triggered by NCR’s and implemented under time pressure, could lead to a reduction of the quality of the end product. Therefore, the procedure explicitly documented that code changes that were developed on-site were to be regarded as informal fixes. The formalisation of requirement and code changes was done at Fokker Space and NLR premises as a separate activity and followed all prescribed change review and testing procedures.

Although a small team worked on the software during the maintenance project, this approach enabled the consultancy of the complete original development team to minimise the risk of unwanted side effects of modifications. In a number of cases, the formal review process identified such errors, that were difficult to detect by testing.

7.4. Flow of information

As result of the partial colocation of the project teams at the Alenia premises, the communication lines between all parties involved were short. This improved the quality of the information flow, on the expense of the colocation costs.

It should be noted that the future possibilities of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, enhanced with high bandwidth international network connections, will offer similar improvements of information sharing without the expenses of colocation. Both NLR and Alenia are involved in European research projects to study these techniques (the RACE PAGEIN project, ref. [9] and the ACTS MULTICUBE project, ref. [10]).

7.5. Organisational aspects

The approach to form a collocated multi-organizational team during subsystem testing can lead to confusion with regard to the organisation and the decision-making process. Therefore, the hierarchical structure of contractor/sub-contractor/sub-sub-contractor was strictly maintained during the maintenance project. Although informal working agreements could be made between parties, all formal decisions were taken along the hierarchical lines. The authors believe that this was beneficial to the project.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, the Product Assurance approach has been described for the development of flight-critical application software. It has been shown that the approach followed during the initial full-scale development project has led to a high-quality end product. Some factors contributing to this high quality are:
- the implementation of the PA approach into the development suite;
- the enforcing of the standards by automated checking software;
- the automated information exchange between development and documentation tools.

After the initial development, an extended maintenance period was entered, during which a significant portion of the software was added or modified. During this period, a smaller team worked on the software, and one level of independent testing was omitted in order to save development time and budget. Although the maintenance of complex software is more error-prone than the initial development of such software, the quality level of the development process was only slightly reduced in the sense that a few more ASW-related NCR’s were to be solved during the validation tests of the modified software.

Therefore, as result of the PA measures during the development and maintenance, the authors are confident that the software itself will be prove its high quality during the operational life of SAX.
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